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PRODUCT SPECS
Whether you’re an industry veteran or “noob” embarking on your 

first design project, creating product specs is the single most 

important aspect of product development.  

Bringing your concepts to life in the form of physical products 

is one of the most empowering and accomplishing feelings 

for any designer. The process required can take months and 

months of back and forth, meetings, revisions and verification. 

So, it’s no astonishment that once you’ve completed the 

development of a product or assortment of products, you feel 

very fulfilled.

THE TOUGH REALITY – SAMPLES 
REQUIRE A LOT OF TIME 

Sample lead times typically take weeks and will invariably need 

several rounds of versions. Therefore, it’s imperative that the 

time during this part of the process is not squandered. There 

are a slew of intrinsic challenges when it comes to sampling:

• Manufacturing requires collaboration between 

many people across several geographies and 

varying timezones exposing the possibility of 

miscommunication or silos. 

• Language barriers require the need for air tight 

specifications to mitigate errors. 

• Shipping costs are high impacting margins. 

• Lead times are lengthy affecting time-to-market.

Hence, it’s immensely important your initial product 

specifications or tech pack(s), as it is referred to in the industry, 

leave no room for questioning or interpretation. If the tech 

pack is unclear, the chances for construction issues and fit 

problems multiplies. Most factories flat out charge for each 

sample. Other suppliers may agree to amortize the sampling 

cost into production. Coupled with the cost implications of 

sampling, it can take weeks in between each new sample the 

factory submits extending the lead time and prolonging the 

speed to market. A concise tech pack will help you sample less, 

decreasing your cost and increasing your product’s velocity. 
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01 THE SKETCH

• The main images(s) should be clear, sketched flat and 

proportionately correct so that they’re easily understood at 

a glance. 

• Be sure to include front and back views; not to mention side 

views if needed.

• A material reference accompanied with the initial main 

views can provide further insight for the manufacturers. 

• Zoom in on the details and include dimensions, as well as any 

note on how to properly implement the design. Annotations are 

extremely important as it serves as a set of terms for the proper 

construction and removes any ambiguity. There can never be too 

much detail.

• Not all sewing styles and stitch methods are created equal. Differ-

ent stitches and construction techniques offer different prop-

erties such as: reinforcements, less conspicuous construction, 

clean-finishing, mobility, elasticity, durability, etc.

02 CONSTRUCTION DETAILS 
      AND ANNOTATIONS

The following are some tips and tricks on the essential 

components of a solid tech pack that every factory expects
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03 COLORWAYS
• Colorway images are important for clarity but it also helps 

consolidate information.

• Colorway images help the factory understand the color 

combinations, especially when fabrics, artwork, labels, and 

buttons can change conditionally based upon which product 

colorway is being produced.

• Labels and trim specs are another important component of the technical 

requirements. Different countries require different compliance needs. Thus, 

neglecting a label or not having it in the correct place, or with the correct con-

tent can delay production orders or prevent them from entering the country of 

import altogether. 

• Clear instructions and annotations should also be included with the labels and 

trims spec sheet. The factory should easily be able to see what label or trim 

goes where and how to apply it. 

• Artwork should be included with proper dimensions, and 

annotations of details to help the factory understand how 

and where to apply the embellishment. 

• Clear color layout specifications should be included. 

• Make sure the artwork is laid out proportionately as the 

factory may need the image to digitize the artwork -- if the 

image is askew, more often than not your print, patch, or 

embroidery will be askew, as well. 

04 ARTWORK

05 LABELS
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06 SIZE SPEC SHEET

07 BILL OF MATERIALS

08 FILES

• This sheet is dedicated to dimensions, proportion and fit. 

Improper fit is the #1 reason apparel products are returned. 

It’s upwards of a trillion dollar problem globally. Therefore, your 

spec sheet should never be omitted. 

• Be sure to include adequate points of measurement with 

measurement values for your desired sample size. 

• Be sure to include tolerance, which is your variance threshold. 

This lets the factory know how much they can deviate in 

a measurement and still remain within the limits of what’s 

acceptable. 

• Your bill of materials (BOM) itemizes each component required to 

produce your product. 

• Think of it as the recipe for your product. It should display what each 

component is, how much of it is required to create one unit of your 

product, the cost of the consumable amount of the component per 

one unit of your product.  Also, it should include the placement of 

where each material and component is required.

• Managing artwork files and documentation is challenging especially 

when dealing with multiple styles. File storage can become chaotic 

when file versions grow exponentially. 

• Having a centralized repository where the latest versions of all files 

are organized is a necessity. 
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Every sample round will require feedback, comments, 

and revisions. More often than not a simple email won’t 

be enough. 

 The factory will be left with questions and it will become 

tremendously difficult to traverse email to find feedback 

and revisions hidden in lengthy email threads. Therefore, 

it’s important to also keep this information tethered to 

the tech pack to optimize the process and build your 

infrastructure properly that allows you to scale. 

Remember, your tech pack is crucial to getting your 

supply chain informed and fully aligned on your desired 

FINAL THOUGHTS

product look, feel, construction and fit. If you’re planning to 

grow, it’s imperative you implement a flawless tech pack 

creation and hand-off process. The longer you wait to put 

a firm tech pack process into practice, the more potential 

for error and miscommunication leading to wasted 

money and lost time. Your key takeaways are:

More detail isn’t necessarily always better. 

Annotate, annotate, annotate! 

Centralize your tech pack process.

Create a standard for scale.

For more information on how to streamline your product 
specifications and maximize your output visit us at  

Backboneplm.com


